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SCOTTISH RIVER PURIFICATION BOARDS*
FRED H. HUBBARDt
I
INTRODUCTION
Arrangements for administering programs are fundamental to
success in solving the problem of water pollution. Arrangements
are, however, difficult to develop, particularly in modern urban settings involving large geographical spaces, complex hydrologic conditions, many people with different social and economic interests,
and varied legal and political responsibilities. A large body of
literature has been published in recent years calling attention to the
significant role arrangements play in water management.' When an
arrangement is developed that appears to achieve this difficult task,
it is a matter of interest and worthy of examination for possible application elsewhere.
Such an arrangement followed passage of British legislation in
1951 permitting the establishment of river purification boards in
certain catchment basins of Scotland. This article, the result of a study
of the Scottish effort, is based on information obtained from Scottish
pollution control officials and other informative sources during
September 1967-May 1968. This article focuses attention on the
river purification program. 2 It discusses organization and operation
0 Information for this paper was obtained while the author was on a leave of
absence from the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration, Department of the
Interior, Washington, D.C., 1967-1968. The study was supported by the U.S.-U.K.
Educational Commission, London, England, the administering agency for P.L. 87-256,
the Fulbright-Hays Act. The paper is entirely the responsibility of the author and does
not necessarily reflect the views of the Administration or the Commission.
t Directorate for Scientific Affairs, Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development, Paris, France.
1. See, e.g., Fox & Craine, Organizational Arrangements for Water Development,
2 Natural Resources J. 1 (1962), and numerous citations on this subject contained
therein; A. Kneese & B. Bower, Managing Water Quality: Economics, Technology,
Institutions 257-91 (1968), which discusses several types of institutional arrangements, including those found in England and Wales, France, Germany and the United
States.

2. A paper centering attention on institutional and administrative arrangements of
the Scottish program was published in International Review of Administrative Sciences
4(1968).
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of the boards and the results achieved. It also assesses the boards'
contribution to controlling pollution.
II
GENERAL
A. Scottish Programfor ControllingWater Pollution
River purification boards in Scotland are the principal governmental unit concerned with water pollution control. Pollution control responsibilities of the boards are, however, limited.
River purification boards were established under authority of The
Rivers (Prevention of Pollution) (Scotland) Act, 195 1,' and are
concerned with implementation of the provisions requiring waste
discharges to conform to specific conditions. The 1951 Act applied
to new or altered discharges into inland waters and into tidal waters
of the Forth and Clyde estuaries. An Act passed in 19654 applied to
existing discharges into inland waters and certain designated tidal
waters.
Boards are regional authorities whose responsibilities cut across
the political boundaries of towns and counties falling within designated catchment basins. Regional authorities established for a specific function are not a new approach to solving problems in Scotland,
but river boards are unique in their linkage with local government,
of the Forth and Clyde estuaries. An act passed in 1965' applied to
achieve the overall purpose for which they were established. When
created, boards did not assume responsibilities historically the role
of local authorities which have the executive responsibility in pollution
control, but they strongly influenced some of the authorities' activities. River purification boards are not the final arbiter in any matter, that position being held to a large extent by the Secretary of
State for Scotland and, in some cases, by Sheriff's Courts. Furthermore, boards are separate from local governments, but dependent
on them for financial and administrative support. While limited in
their authority, boards nevertheless have a major influence on Scottish pollution control efforts.
Although created by the central government, river purification
boards are not attached to any government department. However,
their operations are influenced by it in many direct and subtle ways.
The Secretary of State, who is a member of Parliament as well as a
Cabinet Minister, is concerned with a large number of British government responsibilities in Scotland. For example, he issued The
3. Rivers (Prevention of Pollution) Act of 1951, 14 & 15 Geo. 6, c. 66, § 2
(Scotland).
4. Rivers (Prevention of Pollution) Act of 1965, c, 13 (Scotland).
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Rivers (Prevention of Pollution) (Scotland) Act, 1965 (Appointed Date) Order, 1966, which set November 2, 1966, as the date
beyond which discharges into a stream or into certain tidal waters
were unlawful without river boards' consent; he issued The Rivers
(Prevention of Pollution) (Scotland) Regulations, 1966, which
prescribed additional criteria on composition of effluents which may
be discharged; he issued The Rivers (Prevention of Pollution)
(Register of Conditions) (Scotland) Order, 1966, which prescribed
particular conditions imposed (in connection with consent) which
are to be included in the register maintained by boards; and he issued The Rivers Pollution (Register of Sampling Points) Direction, 1966, which sets out particulars regarding sampling points
which must be recorded in compliance with the 1965 Act. The central government set the dates when boards came into being, approved their administrative schemes, and established their boundaries. It can also issue orders which enlarge a board's geographic
responsibilities, such as in tidal waters.
Legislation affecting boards is developed and sponsored by the
Scottish Development Department and is steered through Parliament by crown ministers with a civil servant close at hand for assistance. Government is specifically involved in approving loans required for capital works,5 and in appointing certain representatives
to river boards and the Scottish River Purification Advisory Committee. It issues circulars "suggesting" certain board actions, and is
an intimate participant in appeals from board decisions.
Central government administration in Scotland is conducted
partly by departments under the Secretary of State and partly by
departments of other Ministers of the Crown, whose responsibilities
extend over the whole of Great Britain. The range of functions for
which the Secretary of State for Scotland is responsible includes, for
example, agriculture and fisheries, education, health services, housing, town and country planning, roads, local government, water and
5. The burden of financing construction of waste treatment plants, however, falls
largely on the ratepayer through rates paid the local authority. In most cases of any
sizeable construction, loans are needed for capital works, and permission to apply for a
loan, from whatever source, is required from the central government. When permission
to apply for a loan is requested, a perfunctory technical and feasibility review of the
proposed project, which has been designed by competent engineers, is made by central
government. These loans are repaid by ratepayers through the rates on property. To
help offset the local burden, central government rate support grants can also be used
for capital improvements such as treatment works and sewers, but are not specifically
allocated for that purpose. More thorough review of waste treatment plans is given
by the central government when a grant is given for development projects, such as
housing or industrial building. In these numerous grants, sewage treatment may be a
small part of the total project, but since a government grant is involved, extensive
review is given the entire development as well as the sewage treatment aspects.
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sewerage, clean air and electricity. Pollution and water, the concerns
of this article, are responsibilities of one of the largest Scottish Office departments, the Scottish Development Department.
Water management activities permitted the English and Welsh
authorities are not provided for in Scottish legislation. In England
and Wales, the Water Resources Act, 1963,6 gave river authorities
rather broad multipurpose powers of water regulation and development. The authorities may operate a comprehensive system for licensing water withdrawals from surface and ground water sources;
operate waste water charging schemes; license discharges of wastes
into streams and underground strata; carry out development works
related to land drainage, flood control and fisheries; construct, operate and finance multipurpose facilities, and collect and analyze
data. Where permitted in Scotland these functions are handled in a
variety of ways. Water abstraction is regulated by the Secretary of
State through water orders, and consultation between regional water
boards and water development boards is required when new sources
of water supply are to be investigated. Waste dischargers are licensed by river purification boards, and development works are constructed and operated by local authorities, the British Waterways
Board, private developers, North of Scotland Hydro-Electric
Board, fishery districts and drainage boards. Data are collected by
river purification boards, the North of Scotland Hydro-Electric
Board, local authorities, Department of Agriculture and Fisheries,
and some fishery boards. River purification boards in Scotland, like
river authorities in England and Wales, do not construct, operate
or maintain waste treatment works.
The Scottish legal system is distinct in many ways from the English, its origins being closer to Roman law. In general, statutes
passed by Parliament may be applicable equally to Scotland when
there is no basic difference in Scottish law on the subject. Otherwise,
separate statutes are required for Scottish legislation. Most of the
recent legislation concerned with water and sewerage in Scotland is
contained in separate Scottish statutes, but these are influenced by
English law and developments.7
Certain conditions lessen the severity of Scotland's pollution problem: population and industrial development are not as great as in
central and southern England; river flows in much of Scotland are
generally sufficient for waste dilution; and domestic water supply is
commonly drawn from hill reservoirs. In addition, major sources of
6. Water Resources Act 1963, Ic. 38.
7. The Act establishing English and Welsh river authorities does not apply to
Scotland although provision was made for agreement on water matters affecting England and Scotland. Water Resources Act 1963, c. 38 § 127.
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pollution in the populated and industrialized area of central Scotland discharge into the Forth and Clyde estuaries, where dilution
has been used in place of treatment.
Pollution problems vary extremely, from heat and chemical wastes
in industrialized areas along the banks of the intensively developed
Clyde to wastes from sheep dips flowing into burns of Highland
crofts. Quantitative assessments of the problem are available in detailed records maintained by river purification boards, but running
published accounts are infrequently summarized or evaluated. 8
Harmful discharges are, of course, concentrated in the populated
industrial area of central Scotland around the Forth and Clyde estuaries, but local problems are no less severe in proportion to available resources.
III
ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTION OF
SCOTTISH RIVER PURIFICATION BOARDS

Although central government, counties, towns, industry, advisory
commissions, and various official and semi-official groups have varying roles in pollution control, river purification boards have the chief
responsibility for carrying out the Scottish pollution control program. Nine boards were designated by the Secretary of State for
Scotland on the basis of hydrologically-derived catchment basins. In
doing so he closely followed the recommendations of the BrownLindsay Report, "Prevention of Pollution of Rivers and other
Waters, 195O." 9
These boards were established in that area of Scotland approximately south and east of the Caledonian Canal, which runs southwest to northeast through Scotland. In the sparsely populated area
north and west of the Canal, the responsibility is assumed by local
authorities, usually in the person of a medical officer or health/sanitary inspector.' ° Board areas vary in size from 611 square miles
8. A recent account of the severe problem on the Clyde may be found in Waddington, A Matter of Priorities, in Institute of Water Pollution Control Symposium (Edinburgh, Mar. 27, 1968).
9. The full title is: Department of Health for Scotland, Prevention of Pollution of
Rivers and other Waters, Report of the River Pollution Prevention Sub-Committee of
the Scottish Water Advisory Committee, Cmd. No. 8111, H.M.S.O. (Edinburgh 1950).
This report describes the pollution problem, reviews legislative background, proposes
new laws, and sets out the duties of the proposed river authorities. Most of its recommendations were embodied in law. A tenth board recommendation in the report, the
North and South Esk, was not established, the responsibilities for pollution control
being assumed by the respective county councils involved.
10. An assistant river inspector is employed by the Caithness County Council, but
he does not have a hydrologically-determined catchment area in the conventional sense
to administer. He is responsible to the Caithness County Engineer and Surveyor.
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of the Lothians area to 3,010 square miles of the Tay board. A map
showing the area covered by the boards and county councils is in.
cluded in this article (see map).
All boards now have a technical staff varying in size from four in
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the Ayrshire and Banff, Moray and Nairn boards, to 41 in the Clyde
board, headed by a river inspector, who may be called director, or
chief technical officer. The staff includes at least a chemist and a
district inspector. The district inspectors especially are in continuous
contact with people in the field. They collect samples of discharges,
inspect outlets, assess stream conditions, discuss problems with dischargers, and review applications for consent.
Two-thirds of the membership of the board is elected representatives of the county councils or large burghs whose districts are
based wholly or partly in the board's area. These individuals are not
only in the majority on a river board, but the largest number of them
come from the most populous and highly taxed political entities in
the board's area. Glasgow and Edinburgh Corporations, for example, send a large contingent to pollution boards because of the
population and taxable property in their areas. In these two examples, 14 of the Clyde board's 27 elected members are from the
Glasgow Town Council and seven of the Lothians board's 12 elected
members are from the Edinburgh Town Council. Generally, these
individuals are also members of other local authority committees,
such as planning, finance, roads or drainage, of the burgh or county
they represent. Without much drama or many votes to be gained
from it, pollution prevention is usually on a lower level of significance to a council, and membership on a purification board frequently falls to the less experienced newcomer to politics. Even councillors without much political influence, however, can have an important role in providing information to a board by way of the complaints from riparian owners or fishermen on water conditions. But
because of diverse interests represented and the relatively small part
pollution control plays in a total council budget, elected officials, according to most river inspectors, were more likely to push board programs than protect the political unit sending them to the board."
While having the potential voting power to dominate, elected
members rarely, if ever, do so, even when applying conditions of
consent to their own area. One of the representatives from the
Aberdeen Corporation at a meeting with the Dee and Don board in
January 1968, did not surprise those in attendance by his insistence
that the city be held to a five-year schedule to provide an expensive
outfall sewer. In Glasgow, the purification program is not a signif11. Boards are most likely to be influenced when expenditures for their own operations are involved, such as in hiring additional staff, purchase of equipment, or general
administrative responsibilities. Domination of the board by a single group is more
prevalent where the largest county makes up most of the board's area, such as in
Ayrshire county.
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icant enough part of the total operating expenditure of the city to
occupy very much attention of the Town Council. In the Tweed
board, elected members of the smaller councils equal each other in
number and make sure that no area gets any more or less than another. It is possible, however, that a few board members could gang
up on a small town or county, and force it into construction projects
not likely to receive much attention in other circumstances.
The remaining one-third of the board is appointed by the Secretary of State from suggestions picked up by staff in the Scottish Development Department through informal contacts with river purification board members, and (rarely) river inspectors. Department
staff members also prepare lists of persons believed able to provide
advice on pollution matters. Angling, agriculture and industry must
be represented. Names are sometimes solicited more formally from
trade associations or organized groups, such as the Confederation
of British Industries, Anglers' Co-operative Association, Trade
Union Congress and the National Farmers' Union, whose activities
may be affected by pollution control programs. Industries having a
factory within a board's area as well as an appropriate representative body may be contacted directly to provide a representative to
the board. A member of the National Coal Board, working in the
Ayrshire area, for example, turned up so frequently to testify at
board meetings that he was asked to take, and accepted, a position
on that board.
For a number of reasons, the appointed members of the board
are of slightly higher caliber than elected representatives, frequently
possessing a technical background and considerable experience in
their respective enterprises. For example, the works manager of the
Scottish Agricultural Industries (Imperial Chemical Industries)
plant is an experienced industrial chemist appointed by the Secretary
of State to the Lothians board. A chemist with The Distillers Company, Edinburgh, is a member of the Forth board. These members
could bloc vote, but are in fact pollution prevention oriented and
not spokesmen to protect their respective interest at board meetings
as the Act implies they are to do.12 Their contribution of technical
knowledge furthermore is less important than the position they may
take with respect to control versus unemployment, which is the common threat thrust at boards. The principal role of the appointive
members appears to be that of respected members of the community
watchful of the "reasonableness" of requirements and consequently
12. This is the majority view. The opposition argues this is true only when the
issues are not significant.
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backing interests besides their own when pollution prevention decisions are made.
IV
CONSENT AS A TOOL TO CONTROL WATER POLLUTION

A. Consent and Conditions
The principal tool river purification boards have for controlling
pollution is the power to control waste effluents by means of discharge licenses. Consent to discharge wastes into rivers and other
inland waters, and to specified tidal and estuarial waters, may be
granted subject to such conditions as river purification boards individually prescribe. The requirement for consent, contained in the
1951 Act, 1 3 applied to new or altered outlets discharging trade or
sewage effluent or new discharges of such effluents. The Act of 1965
applied to existing discharges. 1 4 The dates after which consent was
required varied from board area to board area because of the varying formation dates for each board. When an application for consent is received by a river purification board, the review considers
the nature and composition, temperature, volume, or rate of discharge of effluent from the premises to which the application relates,
and certain provisions for taking samples. Conditions may be stated
to cover a specified period.
Conditions attached to consent are set by a river inspector of the
river purification board and are commonly subject to negotiation on
a case by case basis. These negotiations are carried out before an
application formally arrives on his desk. River inspectors are highly
individualistic in establishing conditions of consent. Their methods
include application of existing criteria, empirical knowledge, assessment of levels politically and economically obtainable, and an expectation that higher standards are possible in the future. Like other
planning officials, a river inspector underestimates his long-range
goals to achieve immediately foreseeable and presently realistic
levels. River inspectors are anxious to convey the impression that
consent conditions result from an application of sophisticated methodology rather than empiricism. The state of the art, however, in
water pollution control is crude, and the added difficulties of local
finance and political behavior needed for public support as well as
the largely unpredictable actions of farmers and industrialists are
uncertainties inspectors must confront almost daily.
13. Rivers (Prevention of Pollution) Act of 1951, 14 & 15 Geo. 6, c. 66, § 28 (Scotland).
14. Rivers (Prevention of Pollution) Act of 1965, c. 13 (Scotland).
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River inspectors use, but are not bound by, the Royal Commission
on Sewage Disposal, Eighth Report, which was prepared in 1912.15
The general standard for quality of sewage effluents from inland
towns was recommended in that report to be of a level that wastes
should not contain solids in suspension of more than 30 mg./1. and
that the biochemical oxygen demand (B.O.D.) in five days should
not exceed 20 mg./1. This is commonly called the 30:20 standard.
The 20 mg./1. for B.O.D. assumed, among other things, that when
sewage effluents are discharged into a river, a dilution of at least
eight times their volume of clean river water should generally be
present. Where the discharges are small, from towns of less than
500 population for example, and 100 times dilution of clean water
in the receiving stream available, then limits of 60 mg./1. suspended
solids are stipulated. With respect to industrial discharges, the
standards vary with the situation. In general, an upper limit of 60
p.p.m. suspended solids, a pH value between 5 and 9, and substantially no trace of oil or grease are required.
Other standards may be used by river purification boards to give
consent. Listed below, for example, is the full range of standards
applied by the Lothians River Purification Board in granting an application for new discharges of effluent into streams. In granting
applications for new discharges of effluents into streams, the Board
has applied certain of the following standards and conditions as appropriate in each case:
1. Biochemical Oxygen Demand or B.O.D.
5 days at 20"C.
2. Suspended Solids
3. Oxygen absorbed from N/80 potassium
permanganate in 4 hours at 26.7"C (80*F.).
4. Hydrogen ion concentration (pH)
5. Zinc
Chromate (expressed as Cr.)
Arsenic
Silver
Copper
Mercury
Cadmium
Barium
Selenium
Lead
Nickel

Individually
or
in total

Not to exceed 20 p.p.m.
Not to exceed 30 p.p.m.
Not to exceed 20 p.p.m.
Not to be more than nine
or less than five.

Not to exceed 1.0 p.p.m.

15. Information taken from Technical Problems of River Authorities and Sewage
Disposal Authorities in Laying Down and Complying with Limits of Quality for
Effluents more Restrictive than those of the Royal Commission, H.M.S.O. (London
1966). Generally, the document says the Royal Commission standards are satisfactory
for most purposes, and in the absence of something better, substantial justification
should be given for not using them.
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Not to exceed 0.5 p.p.m.
Free Chlorine
Not to exceed 0.5 p.p.m.
Sulphide (calculated as H2S)
Not to exceed 1.0 p.p.m.
Formaldehyde
Not to exceed 1.0 p.p.m.
Phenols
Cyanide (calculated as HCN)
Not to exceed 0.25 p.p.m.
Not to exceed 10.0 p.p.m.
Oils and Grease
Not to exceed 25°C (77°F.).
Temperature
Carbon disulphide, trichlorethylene, amyl acetate, calcium carbide, tar insecticides, radio-active materials, gasoline and other inflammable light oils
-these substances are prohibited.
14. The discharge of effluent not to be made at a greater rate than . . . gallons per minute, nor to exceed . . . gallons in total volume in any one day.
15. The effluent shall not contain any liquid or solid matter to such an extent
as to cause a stream to be poisonous or injurious to fish, or the spawning
ground, spawn or food of fish.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

More stringent limits may be applied, dependent on the character of
the stream concerned or the extent to which it is or may be used in
the future for industrial purposes, fisheries, water supply, agriculture, transport, or navigation. 16
B. Administration of Consent Conditions
The Rivers Act 1965 affected thousands of discharges, and
responsible individuals were required to apply for consent to the
board having authority for pollution prevention in the catchment
area of the discharge. No board has reviewed all applications received under the 1965 Act, and many boards are cognizant of
limited numbers of submissions. Applications outstanding in most
cases are from farms or single domestic dwellings, usually individually insignificant as dischargers of wastes, but burdensome in the
amount of effort required for review of the application. Some river
inspectors believe that ten years will be needed to complete the
first review required under the 1965 Act. In the meantime, new applications are received under the provisions of the 195 1 Act for new
or altered discharges. It remains the responsibility of the boards,
however, to ensure that all applications are reviewed, and adjudicated, irrespective of the severity of pollution caused by the source
in question and regardless of the scope of the task.' 7
Dischargers, if known, have been contacted by river board staffs
and requested to comply with the Acts by submitting an application
form provided by the respective board. These forms have been
standardized by agreement among the river inspectors. With small
16. See Annual Report, Lothians River Purification Board 15 (Edinburgh 1957).
The standards are the most detailed published, and, in the opinion of one well-established engineer consultant, difficult to achieve.
17. Boards are not required to see that applications are submitted in the strict
sense. However, discharges without consent are in contravention of the Acts. Some
boards, such as the Clyde, are providing "blanket" consent for somewhat similar discharges from farms or domestic dwellings.
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dischargers, such as farmers, assistance is often provided in preparing the application. Industrial or municipal dischargers usually prepare the most complete application, based on preliminary discussions
with the application reviewers. This unofficial perusal can be very
important, and the cordiality of relationships between staff and dischargers is paramount in developing the conditions prescribed. Inevitably, collisions in negotiations occur, and the full river board
may be involved in deciding the conditions to be required, rather
than merely accepting the technical counsel of the river inspector, as
is the usual case. Usually, however, approval or disapproval of consent conditions is not an issue decided by votes of board members.
Consideration of applications submitted under the 1951 Act is
given highest priority, since three months are allowed by law to deal
with the application after its receipt by a river board. If not dealt
with in that time, consent is deemed to be granted unconditionally.
Applications made before the deadline of November 2, 1966 in
compliance with the 1965 Act, but which have not yet been given
consent, have what is known as "interim" consent. This means that
no change in the discharge character specified in the application may
be made, but that, pending final consent, the discharger cannot be
considered guilty of an offense under the Act. Boards may impose
conditions outright on dischargers if outlets are brought into use or
discharges are made without obtaining prior consent. Boards may
also review consent conditions and vary or revoke conditions two
years after consent is given.
Basic to effective operation of a license system is the scrutiny
given standards established, and subsequently, enforcement of conditions if violations occur. As the official body established to set the
conditions for consent as well as the agent which maintains surveillance over adherence to conditions, a river board is a potentially effective power in enforcement of the law. This scrutiny and close
association with field conditions is one of the strengths of the program. Generally, a river inspector or other staff member makes
regular visits to established discharge points. He collects samples
(sometimes with a representative of an industrial plant), records
conditions under which samples were taken, and hands them over
to the board's laboratory for analysis. Laboratory analysis varies
from board to board, but, generally, samples are routinely checked
for dissolved oxygen, pH, biochemical oxygen demand, suspended
solids, and ammoniacal nitrogen. Other tests may be performed by
the laboratory on request from an inspector. By comparing laboratory analyses with the standards specified under which consent was
given, a river inspector can quickly assess the degree to which con-
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sent conditions are adhered to at the particular discharge point from
which a sample was taken. Judgment must, of course, be exercised
when samples vary; therefore knowledge of river and other conditions is necessary.
Dischargers are commonly made a part of the consent development process, depending on the viewpoints and operating concepts of
the river inspector. Laboratory analyses may be sent to a discharger
on a routine basis, and if consent provisions are not being complied
with, the river inspector may so inform the discharger in a letter accompanying the laboratory report. This letter points out the situation and inquires about a future course of action. In the Solway
board, an average of about twelve letters a month are sent out by
the river inspector asking responsible individuals about discharges
which do not comply with consent provisions. Responses to these
letters depend on the nature of the situation, and sometimes involve
informal meetings of the river board staff and the discharger. If no
action is taken by the discharger, the matter is reported to the board,
and a further letter is sent by the clerk (who is often a lawyer to
the board), or the chairman giving an official warning that unless
action is taken, the matter will be put in the hands of the procurator
fiscal (district attorney). Perhaps two or three letters of the twelve
sent by the Solway board go to the clerk or chairman. The Ayrshire
and Lothian boards have successfully used the technique of having a
violator appear before them to explain why nothing has been done.
Clean-up has usually followed. No uniform practice exists from
board to board in appraising dischargers of violations, and, of
course, circumstances vary so greatly that uniform procedures are
not possible. In all cases, however, the volume of communication between the discharger and the board may be quite heavy at times.
This interchange may involve considerable time and effort on the
part of the board's staff.
C. Consent Conditions Enforcement
Failure to achieve adherence to the conditions of consent faces
the board with a new and more difficult task and may require court
action, a process not commonly used in Scotland. Its use is often regarded as a breakdown in the system, but it is recognized as a vital
backstop.
Assuming all informal means have been exhausted to obtain adherence to the standards laid down, a river inspector, if his board
approves, may initiate formal proceedings that may ultimately end
in court action. The formal procedure begins with notification of
intent to analyze a sample from the questioned discharge, and a
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division of the sample into three parts: one for the record, one for
the discharger, and one for analysis. The board then turns the laboratory results over to its clerk, who in turn may hand the case
over to the procurator fiscal, a crown lawyer attached to the Lord
Advocate's (Justice) Department. The case would be held before
the Sheriff's Court as a criminal offense. If found guilty, the offender
may be required to pay a fine of up to $240 on summary conviction,
or $48 a day (or $480, whichever is the greater) for repeated offenses, or to serve up to three months imprisonment or both. On
conviction on indictment, the penalties are higher.
To date, five cases of violations of consent conditions have been
taken to the courts by the boards. This may be credited to the effectiveness of the consent negotiation process, or perhaps to infinite
patience. All other court cases have been concerned with violations
of other provisions of the Act. These include the application of a
section which provides for punishment of offenders if they permit
the discharge of "poisonous, noxious, or polluting matter" to enter
a stream, stop up a stream so as to aggravate pollution, or permit
land deposits to enter a stream and cause pollution.1 8 In addition, a
sheriff can prevent use of land or vessels from which pollution
emanates by issuing an interdict (injunction)." In practice, fines
have not been substantial. One in the Lothians board was set at
$2.50, and one in the Ayrshire board at $72. An exception to the
rule of modesty was one fine of $1200 brought in Sheriff's Court in
the Tweed board when the 1951 Act was violated but the 1965
Act's higher penalties were used. The setting of this fine created
considerable surprise and consternation, even among river inspectors.
Common law may be used to stop damages resulting from pollution through the doctrine of damage to the right of riparian properties. This approach is used by the Anglers' Co-operative Association about three times per year when damage to fishing rights occurs.
In Scotland, fishing rights are a matter of private ownership, and
hence, if the property is damaged, restitution through the courts is
possible.20
Publicity from court cases is perhaps a stronger weapon than the
fine, or at least some river inspectors think so. While an essential
weapon to be held in the background as needed, court actions have
not provided as practical and systematic a way of improving water
18. Rivers (Prevention of Pollution) Act of 1951, 14 & 15 Geo. 6, c. 66, § 22
(Scotland).
19. Id. § 23.
20. A discussion of the development and application of the common law with respect to pollution may be found in Taylor, The Law Affecting River Pollution (W.
Green & Son Ltd., Edinburgh, 1928).
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quality conditions in the long-term sense as do consent and negotiations.
D. Appeals to Consent Conditions
River purification boards do not have the final power in setting
conditions of consent. The right of appeal is a paramount feature
of the process, and while seemingly endless delays may occur in arriving at final judgments, the system is designed to provide adequate
checks against unreasonable requirements, real or imaginary. If an
application for consent is not approved, the applicant is so informed
by the river board. The applicant may then write to the Secretary of
State, appealing for a review of the application. The Secretary may
uphold the board, accept the appeal, or make his own terms. Whatever the decision, it is practically final. The appeal in practice tends
to be handled first on an informal letter basis, partly to get the
respective sides to clearly state their position, and partly to permit
a "cooling-off" period or opportunity for the protagonists to settle
the issue themselves.
When an appeal is sent to the Secretary of State, it eventually
reaches the Water and Sewage Division, Scottish Development
Department. Along with the appeal, the Division obtains the rejection notice of the river purification board and a statement from the
appellant. This correspondence is subsequently forwarded for comment to the board concerned in the first instance. These comments in
turn are transmitted to the appellant for his comments and clarification of any points a board wishes to raise. The issue is presumably
clearly stated by both sides now. At this point the Division officers
usually ask the appellant informally about his desire to pursue the
matter to the next, or public inquiry, stage, or if the conditions of
the board have by this time matured sufficiently to permit acceptance.
A board, of course, may have reconsidered, and in the light of new
information, modified the consent conditions. This permits both
sides to escape the spotlight of a public inquiry. If the appellant is
determined, patient, and willing to pay the costs of a public inquiry,
the Secretary of State appoints a reporter to review the case and
hear testimony. The reporter is a lawyer hired by the Development
Department on a contract basis. An engineer and clerk, plus necessary documents, are provided to assist the reporter. After the hearing, a report with recommendations is made to the Secretary of
State. This report consists of two parts: (1) a statement of the
situation, which the appellant may review to correct any errors of
fact, and (2) the recommendations of the reporter to the Secretary
of State, which the appellant sees after the report has been sub-
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mitted. The Secretary can accept or reject the recommendation, and
issue an order directing the course of action to be followed. In
practice, the Secretary of State has the final word in water pollution
cases. Only in a case involving a question of the Secretary of State
exceeding his authority would another ruling be possible, and that
by appeal to the Court of Session.
The paucity of appeals to the Secretary of State is a reflection of
the nearly unlimited opportunities to settle "out of court." Since
1951, when the first Act came into being, seven appeals have been
filed with the Secretary of State. Of these, none has yet gone to the
public inquiry stage. Of the seven, four were against consent conditions imposed on new or altered outlets and three against existing
discharges. One of the seven was withdrawn, and one, now in negotiation, was made as a formal reservation of rights, since appeals
must be made within three months of the establishment of consent
by the board. Infrequency in the use of appeals is indicative of the
overwhelming reliance on negotiation and informality in providing
solutions to Scottish pollution control problems.
E. Consent as a Management Tool
Consent conditions, if used to the maximum extent, can be powerful instruments to control pollution. They can also be a device for
integrating water and land management developments. Many Scottish officials intuitively believed that consent conditions achieved this
purpose, but often did not see their role as one of bringing it about.
River inspectors cited examples of developments in which they had
participated at an initial stage, but, with some notable exceptions,
did not see themselves in the role of participants in management
schemes.
While consent as a planning tool may not have been recognized
as a part of a board's official action program, in practice many river
inspectors contribute to the result. An illustration of the role a
board can play is the case of the well-known Cumbernauld New
Town development. When posed as a New Town, planners discussed the project first with central government, which in turn asked
the Forth River Purification Board for advice. The population
served by this project was estimated by planners, and waste treatment was predicted by the river purification board. Consultation in
the planning stage for the Livingston New Town project was similarly carried out in cooperation with the Lothians board, the Midlothian County Council, and engineers of the Scottish Development
Department. Since housing projects require water and sewer systems,
consent is a prerequisite for development planning. Depending on
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conditions of consent and level of waste treatment, the size and
scope of developments can be regulated.
Another example of the use of consent conditions in integrating
water and land management involves competition for water by the
North British Rubber Company and Livingston New Town. The
situation arose when the rubber company, located at the eastern end
of the British Waterways Board Union Canal in Midlothian County,
applied for a permit to obtain a supply of water from an intake
located near Livingston New Town on the Almond River. Conditions established by the Lothians River Purification Board on the
waste discharge at the Midlothian County's East Calder treatment
plant, which will serve Livingston New Town, require dilution
water from the Almond. The river's flow is regulated by the Waterways Board in order to maintain the level of its canal, now used for
water supply purposes only. When the Waterways Board published
the rubber company's request as required by law, the Lothians board
made their objection to the Secretary of State on the basis that the
Almond needed to be regulated to assure a proper flow for waste
dilution which would not be available at times of low flow. The outcome is likely to be a regulation of flow by the Waterways Board at
critical times, as determined by an automatic flow recording station
on the Almond, operated by the Lothians board.
In the Solway area, a reduction in the number of houses planned
may be necessary because a board cannot grant consent to discharge
wastes into a potentially overloaded stream. Either treatment is
provided beyond present plans or the housing development may
have to be reduced in size.
The case for industry is less encouraging as a good example of the
use of consent for integrating developments. When, for example, a
firm is interested in settling in an area, its first contact is probably a
confidential inquiry with the Board of Trade in London. From
there, county planning officials discuss the proposed project with the
smallest number of individuals possible, perhaps excluding river
purification board officials. Since most boards set conditions of consent for industry on an ad hoc and negotiated basis, depending on
availability of dilution water, the location of a plant in an area
where standards are already established for discharges could well
upset a river inspector's plans for maintaining the water quality conditions desired. Local officials and central government, in their enthusiasm to attract industry, may conveniently forget an industry's
influence on water quality, and announce a plan to establish a plant
which no pollution officer would likely denounce publicly. One officer
interviewed said he learned of plans to construct a petro-chemical
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plant by reading of it in the local press, after the location decision
had been made. 2
Requirements to coordinate pollution prevention with other water
activities are limited. In fishery work, fishery boards (with the exception of the major ones) do not seem to work actively with the pollution boards. Coordination with local drainage boards and water
supply boards exists when discharges and abstractions are contemplated, and the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries may request a river inspector's comments on capital improvements when
farm loans are involved. Within a county, the county clerk, as the
administrative officer of the county council, uses the county engineer
as a technical coordinator. The engineer, in turn, coordinates plans
with other officials in the county as well as with the river purification
board.
Coordination to integrate developments through consent is in fact
limited to the capability of river inspectors to bring respective interests together. Those efforts for which coordination might be mutually useful are employed to the extent that the river inspector is able
to open channels to the right individuals, and not necessarily through
any systematic procedure. The active inspector keeps abreast of
plans and developments through his travels, contacts, review of
permits, and through county planning officers and other development groups needing approvals of one kind or another. Cooperation
in planning (which, according to some officers, exists only to the
minimum extent) is carried out under the provisions of various local
government acts which require that parties having related interests
be informed of development plans. Opportunities for assuring incorporation of water and related schemes can also be made when
town and country planning act development plans are revised. These
plans are prepared in cooperation with the many interests affected
and hence revisions or updating can afford ideal opportunities for
river inspectors to assure that water management is considered.
Whether or not this sort of coordinated management is the proper
responsibility of river boards is a debated question. Whatever the
21. Informally-developed consent conditions have a disadvantage in this type of
situation because pollution officers get caught in a net of their own making when
effluent standards vary from discharge point to discharge point. Some Scottish Agricultural Industry (ICI) officials argued for uniform standards by areas, as in The
Alkali, Etc. Works Regulation Act of 1906, 6 Edw. 7 c. 14 for air pollution control.
Confederation of British Industries (C.B.I.), perhaps with different ideas in mind,
favors negotiation. The Rivers (Prevention of Pollution) Act of 1951, 14 & 15 Geo. 6 c.
66, §§25-26 (Scotland), permitted boards to adopt by-laws for standards for stretches
of a river, but the by-law section was deleted in the Rivers Act of 1965 by § 4. However, most river inspectors believe it unworkable. Workable or not, no board made use
of the by-law provisions.
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answer, the work is in fact being done and no other group has yet
emerged or been formed to accept responsibility.
V
RESULTS OF THE SCOTTISH PROGRAM

Implementation of the conditions of consent and activities associated with it have produced varying and ill-defined results. Desirable
results are improvements in water quality conditions which satisfy
demands of respective users. A meaningful assessment of changes in
water quality, however, is not available from river boards. In addition, it was exceedingly difficult to obtain consistent views of the
program's operation because of the diversity of the country and its
problems, absence of a single source or system for obtaining complete and reliable information, and inconsistency in interpreting desirable program direction by the respective levels of government
concerned.
As an indication of progress, river purification boards write narrative descriptions in their annual reports of water quality conditions in their area. They also compare analyzed effluent samples with
a standard, usually that of the Royal Commission. The narrative
descriptions generalize on conditions, and, depending on the objectivity of the writer, can give a fair account of the situation.
Descriptions of rivers in the board's annual reports for the most
part are depressing. They indicate very slow progress in improving
water quality conditions, except where some dramatic incident occurred as on the Lothian Almond river after collieries closed, or on
the River Dee after improvements in a new sewer system. The annual reports contain numbers and percentages of samples by discharges that are satisfactory, unsatisfactory and borderline. The
frequency with which these conditions prevail or the volume of discharge sampled is not given. Furthermore, the number of samples
taken or their character does not indicate the consequences of discharges to stream use.22
22. A reason cited for the paucity of evaluations in reports is the format specified
by the Scottish Development Department in its circular dated May 10, 1967, Rivers
(Prevention of Pollution) (Scotland) Acts 1951 and 1965, "Annual Reports of River
Purification Boards." The requirements suggest a compromise between the lay reader
member of the board and the government official. The result is that neither master is
well served. For the majority of board members, reports are too detailed and without
summary evaluation; for government officials evaluating program progress, reports contain too little information for comparative analysis. The trend is to generalize the body
and provide a statistical appendix. An appreciation of conditions might be evident if
conclusions, even if tentative, drawn from data in the appendix were presented in the
narrative text and short and long term trends of problem conditions indicated where
possible. The appendices themselves would be more informative if graphs or tables
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Heavy reliance is placed on collecting data for comparison with
consent conditions without apparent reference to the significance of
the discharge's effects on water uses. Even if results were to be measured by percent of satisfactory samples, the data are either incomplete or of such varying statistical validity as to be almost meaningless as an index of the contribution made to pollution control. This
is not entirely the fault of sampling, but an observation of the use of
data for evaluation when those data are based on wide variations in
waste discharges and their treatment, rainfall, flow conditions and
frequency of sampling. Consent conditions are developed as the situation seems appropriate, depending on the river inspector's interpretation of a number of conditions and uses. Comparison of standards and sample data in annual reports-the one clear effort to
show progress-is reduced in value simply by the data format. In
the absence of better information, those data are nevertheless crude
measures of results. In spite of its limitations the following table,
compiled from the annual reports of river boards, is presented.
Data include samples from all types of waste discharges, and are
listed with the classification assigned in board annual reports to the
discharge. Rating systems described therein are used.
Compiled Data on Discharge Samples
Scottish River Purification Board

Board

Date
Total
Annual Samples
Satisf.
Unsatisf. Borderline
Report Sew. Trade Sew. Trade Sew. Trade Sew. Trade

1. Ayrshire
2. Banff,
Moray &
Nairn
3. Clyde
4. Dee & Don
5. Forth
6. Lothians

12/66

405

12/66
12/66
12/66
12/66
5/66

120
52
294 187
73 N.A.
189
88
514 367

40
19
96
57
29 N.A.
94
45
145 136

7. Solway

12/66

199

83

105

57

64

12

30

8. Tay
9. Tweed

12/66
5/66

200
348

171
16

49
167

11
1

103
155

92
14

16
29

438

150

211

197

196

58

31

46
12
19
190 128
8
49 N.A. N.A.
95
39 Nil
369 231
-

3
2

Remarks

4
Trade includes
Coal Board and
industries.
14 Non-tidal;
additional
classification
not included.
2 109 N.C.
1 183 N.C.

The table shows that the largest share of samples was unsatisfactory-fifteen years after the first Act was passed. A conclusion of
reflecting the water quality situation over the span of years of a board's operation
were included. The circular cited above provides that boards are at liberty to include
information they think appropriate. Without a well-defined purpose, reports fail to
present a good appraisal of the situation to the several types of readers they have.
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inadequacy of pollution prevention efforts must not be hasty, however, since the lumping of figures obscures individual cases and their
magnitude. Also, the presentation does not reflect accurately increases in numbers of samples taken over the years, and river inspectors take more samples from unsatisfactory discharges. The frequency of sampling and the importance of the discharge should also
be considered. Furthermore, satisfactory samples may be more
significant. Unfortunately this type of data is the single source of
information available which comes close to showing the results of
years of effort. Obviously, a better presentation of the situation
should be devised.
Other indices can be used to illustrate results. The following indices are grouped in categories for classification and are not necessarily intended to be evaluative. In presenting these results, consent
conditions and a river board's administration of them are not necessarily construed as cause and effect. For example, closure of a polluting paper mill because of industrial merger or declining markets can
hardly be assigned as a credit to pollution control efforts.
A. Construction
Construction levels are commonly-used indices of program effects since improvement in water conditions is usually accomplished
by capital works. According to the Scottish Development Department, local authorities spent $14.6m for sewerage and sewage
disposal (out of an estimated $17.2m) for 451 sewerage and sewage disposal schemes in 1966. These figures may be related to the
value of work done on sewerage and sewage disposal schemes since
1945, which was $130m, of an estimated total cost of $142m. Some
significant projects are: Midlothian County Council treatment
plants of $2.4m at East Calder, and a $0.8m plant at New Bridge
in the Lothians Board area; a paper mill in the Dee and Don area
spent $0.5m for various waste treatment installations; the Dalmarnock plant in the Clyde catchment area cost almost $9m; about
$4.8m has been spent on sewage works in the Tweed area since the
board began; and ten new sewage treatment plants in the last ten
years have been built in the Solway board area, and twelve others
expanded.
Some specific developments in 1966 were: five new treatment
plants were completed and put into operation in the Tweed area;
the treatment plant for effluent from a new composting plant at
Lockerbie was brought into use in the Solway catchment; three new
or extended sewage treatment works and four new or extended industrial treatment facilities were completed in the Lothians area. In
the Forth catchment, ten works of various types were completed or
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under construction and sixteen other works were in various stages of
advanced planning; three new works were completed by the Aberdeen County Council, and three others neared completion. Three
more projects including industrial waste treatment facilities were
commenced in the Dee and Don area; and over 50 different measures were completed, planned, or in progress to control waste discharges in the Clyde area.
Without information on requirements for sewage purification
works and ancillary facilities to achieve given objectives, this type
of listing is not an index of progress, yet it shows efforts are being
made on a substantial scale. Beyond the assumption that these works
contribute to reducing and controlling pollution, construction is only
an indirect reflection of changes in water quality.
B. Complaints and Fish Mortalities
Complaints and reports on fish mortalities can be cited as an index of results. By investigating the cause of complaints and fish
kills, a quick assessment of pollution problems may be obtained.
Complaints are received by river inspectors on fish kills due to pollution from farm drainage, oil dumping, silage, tipping, unsatisfactory septic tanks, storm overflows and ferruginous discharges.
In 1966, for example, the Lothians board investigated 39 complaints, the Tay board 54, and the Tweed board 33. The number
of reports is increasing due partly perhaps to the awareness by
complainants of the existence of the recipient body and to the increased attention pollution receives in the press.
C. Alppearance of Fish
Water quality sufficient for fish life is a commonly used index of
conditions resulting from pollution prevention. The following are
some examples. Discharges from the Culter Paper Mills into the
Culter Burn, which joins the River Dee near Aberdeen, were made
into a trunk sewer which made an immediately visible improvement.
Game fish are now found in over 40 percent of the area of all four
of the main streams in the Lothians area and the main rivers of the
Solway board's area continue to support large stocks of fish. Fishermen in the Avon Water area in the Clyde catchment expressed satisfaction with improved conditions after the Avonside Quarry effluent
was improved. It is anticipated that native trout will be stocked soon
in the Kelvin River, a situation unthinkable five years ago.
D. Regionalizationof Waste Treatment Plants
Economies of scale may be effected by collecting wastes from large
areas and treating them in a single plant. The extent to which
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regionalization occurs may be taken as an index of the results of the
program, as most river inspectors and county engineers in fact actively encourage the practice. The following are some examples. The
plan for a regional sewer and industrial waste collection and treatment scheme developed by an engineering firm and encouraged by
the river inspector in cooperation with the county engineer, is now
being reviewed by local authorities in the Ayshire catchment area.
Creameries and textile mills discharge into local authority plants in
the Solway area. About 89 villages, including East Calder, Mid
Calder, Pumpherston, West Calder, Loganlea Row, Bellsquarry
and Polbeth will discharge into the new works at East Calder, which
also will serve Livingston New Town. Waste from Tweed mills is
discharged into local authority plants in Galashiels.
E. Consents Issued
Applications for consent to discharge waste are approved or rejected by river boards. The examination of an application is a sizeable task for a large burgh or complex industry. But an examination
may be minor in such cases as applications of householders or farmers. Nevertheless, each application requires attention, and the
process is one of the key tasks of river boards. An assessment of the
issuance is therefore a measure of results.
The majority of 1965 consent applications have not been reviewed, and large numbers are still outstanding. A tabulation compiled from annual reports of boards for 1966 is presented below.
Compiled Data on Consent Application Issuances
Scottish River Purification Board

Board
Ayrshire
Banff, Moray &
Nairn
Clyde
Dee & Don
Forth
Lothians
Solway
Tay
Tweed

Annual New or altered Outlet.* New Discharge* Disch. under '65 Act
Report Recvd. in Issued in Recvd. in Issued in Recvd. in Issued in
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
1010
30
35
17
25
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966

12
112
16
46
100
79
66
21

10
101
14
43
14
76
46
25

15
135
8
59
102
112
73
29

12
126
3
58
16
101
48
33

2072
1230
2494
673
87
2448
1256
N.A.

6
213
16
80
-

175
6
N.A.

0 Tidal and Non-Tidal.

The table shows that river boards have kept up with new or altered outlet applications covered by the 1951 Act, but have been
swamped by the 1965 applications. The huge number of applications
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under new discharge provisions of the 1965 Act includes a large
number of very minor discharges, which nevertheless require consent review. Included in this number, however, are some of the longstanding and worst discharges which in many cases are the most complicated and require expensive treatment.
F. Court Actions
The Scottish program for pollution control uses persuasion and
well-reasoned argument as a first line of action. But after failure of
many attempts at encouragement, coercive powers exist to bring
about adherence to the law. While consent conditions are the core
of the program, the enforcement power has rarely been used in connection with a violation of consent, but largely in connection with Section 22 referring to poisonous, noxious and polluting matter. One
river inspector, however, insists on the use of interdict under Section
23 of the 1951 Act as opposed to the use of Section 22 or 28, because polluting discharges could be stopped, and a discharger's livelihood adversely affected. The court route clearly has a degree of
flexibility in its application and, depending on the situation, can be
quite effective.
Compilation of Court Actions, Scottish River
23
Purification Boards
Rivers (Prevention of Pollution) (Scotland) Act, 1951
Sections
22'

Board

23

Ayrshire

Banff, Moray & Nairn
Clyde
Dee and Don

b

25c

28d

2

1

1

1

Forth

2

Lothians

1
3Totals

a,
b,
c,
d,
e,
f,

1

5

Solway
Tay
Tweed

9

3

6

3f

9

5

refers to poisonous, noxious and polluting matter;
provides power to prevent continuation of activities causing pollution;
permits boards to make anti-litter laws ;
concerns failure to comply with conditions of consent;
one in combination with fines permitted under Rivers Act, 1965, Sec. 9;
one in combination with Section 22.

23. Data obtained from records of the Water and Sewage Division, Scottish Development Department, Edinburgh, August 1968. Sections refer to the Rivers

vention of Pollution) Act of 1951, 14 & 15 Geo. 6, c. 66, § 2 (Scotland).

(Pre-
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A small number of court actions can be interpreted as leniency on
the part of a board, confidence in the effectiveness of persuasion, or
fear of creating an impression of unreasonableness. The above
table lists court actions by boards. Fines in all but one case were
very modest.
G. Other Indices
Other approaches to indicate results could be devised, but none
would be complete or adequate to provide a comprehensive understanding of effects. Data on changes in river quality are kept by river
inspectors but are not readily available in published form. Many
annual reports tabulated sample parameters for one or two years,
and all boards maintain a running account of analytical results. These
running accounts are open to the public on request. A paper by R.
W. Covill, "Quality, Quantity and River Water Uses in the Lothians
Area of Scotland," 38th Annual Conference of the Water Pollution
Control Federation, October 1965, provides an opportunity for
comparison of conditions by years. Data, however, are difficult to
relate positively to pollution control activities, and are not consistently indicative of improvement. A few boards have made biological
surveys which are rough indices of the measurement of system output. The Clyde board is preparing a triennial review of statistics to
evaluate water quality parameters, and hopes to have it completed
in 1969. Records of fish caught, money spent for attaining conditions of consent, and a seven-year water balance report are being
prepared by that board.
VI
CONSIDERATIONS IN APPLICATION OF SCOTTISH
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL PROGRAM

The river purification board system is worthy of consideration as
a means of attacking water pollution problems. Boards are a single
cohesive body specifically organized to carry out the water pollution
control task. Their role in this effort was described as the administrator of the pollution prevention acts, the central and most significant feature of which is the requirement for applying specific
conditions to the quality of effluent discharges. Although lacking any
specific executive power, boards have the potential capability to influence decisions concerning nearly every phase of water-related activity.
The extent to which this influence produces change is a result of a
complicated relationship involving local authorities, established
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water-oriented governmental units, official and unofficial advisory
bodies and central government direction and control. River purification boards, as key units in the program, are consulted on water
abstraction, water and land developments, fish management programs and regional development projects. They maintain a constant
surveillance of water conditions through laboratory analysis of effluent discharges. They also maintain surveillance through continuous inspection by a staff of technically-trained field officers, review
of detailed information submitted for discharge licensing, and
through consultation on planning permits for housing, industry and
highways. The consultation on planning permits involves county,
city and consulting engineers, planning officers and local authority
administrative officers. Many boards engage full-time staff members
for hydrological, biological, and other resource surveys as part of
their efforts in assessing water conditions in the catchment basin.
Boards are the bodies with the most knowledge of water conditions
in their area.
As members of local authority governing bodies as well, board
members continuously exchange information with engineers in
charge of county council waste treatment facilities and others responsible for controlling waste discharges. Industrial representatives on boards are often key officials in plants which may discharge
wastes into streams flowing through their board's area. They are,
of course, in contact with other industrialists through their own
trade and personal associations. Community members are increasingly aware of the boards' existence, as the volume of complaints to the boards about polluted water shows.
Under skillful river inspectors, boards can obtain results in controlling pollution. As a frequent participant in the review of and
comment on plans for abstraction, flood protection, fish management, and drainage, the river inspector is an influential figure in
water management in Scotland. Success in this function is related
to the freedom of the river inspector, his imagination, personality
and inventiveness in carrying out a program. Involvement by river
inspectors in water problems, in which they act as coordinators or
arbitrators, brings together contending or leaderless groups which
have an interest in water quality.
Approval of discharge conditions requires considerable knowledge of a catchment area's water problems, flow patterns, water
uses, economics, developments, and politics. Amalgamating these
complexities into numbers specifying permissible discharge conditions is a difficult task. To carry it out, a complex information web
has been developed with varying degrees of success by river boards.
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It is obvious that the complexity of the problem requires a sufficient
margin of safety in order to permit it to work in the absence of
precise measurement and control. Because of the inter-relationships
between resource developments and organizational arrangements,
the specific knowledge possessed by boards must be considered.
Boards can therefore be an integral and influential part of a loosely
organized water and related land management system.
The river purification board is a representative body of pollution
control officials with technical knowledge and power. They sense the
needs of waste dischargers on one side and users of water on the
other. Through the boards' efforts, it is possible for diverse interests
to be reconciled in typically British fashion. The expeditiousness with
which agreement is reached, however, is clearly tied to the personalities of the key negotiators. If personalities clash and positions
harden, progress may be very slow. The personalities of two key
individuals-the river inspector and the clerk of the board-have a
crucial influence on the program. The persuasive powers of the river
inspector and the clerk's political disposition (with the countervailing strength of other local authorities or industries) set the tone of
the pollution control effort. If working relationships between these
individuals, or those they deal with in pollution matters are strained
or tensely formal, the entire program may be adversely affected.
River purification boards made up of two-thirds local authority
representatives, supported almost exclusively by local authority
rates, and having a key local authority official as chief administrative officer, contain a built-in potential for constraining pollution prevention measures. That local authority influence has not usually been
exercised directly in this way is a credit to the individuals on the
board. The possibility still exists, however, that local authorities can
prevent forthright action by the river purification board.
The Scottish water pollution control program is a product of the
environment in which it operates. The margin of time allowed for
the respective parties to carry out their roles when water pollution
problems are judged as less than critical (and solutions can be put
off) tends to produce little concern for expeditious action. Time is
an important cushion, softening the urgency of effort.
Operations of boards in themselves limit achievements in pollution prevention results. One limiting feature is the indirect approach
to attacking problems. Energies are expended in ways which are indirect and marginally contributive to the control effort. Program
objectives are qualitatively and not quantitatively expressed. Procedures for assessing effort relative to achievement are in rudimentary stages of development. Evaluation of activities vis-a-vis
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objectives is part of the time consumption problem and a part of a
very pleasant, but casual, approach prevalent in Scotland.
Time seems to be spent to a disproportionate degree on purposes
difficult to relate directly to the legislated mandate permitting
boards to issue discharge consent conditions. Extensively tabulated
data on rainfall, river flows, laboratory analysis and biological conditions, among other tables contained in river board annual reports,
although impressive in array, leave one to wonder about their
relevance to the problems at hand. Explanations of the use of the
data vis-a-vis consent conditions are not contained in the reports.
While collection efforts are made on an increasingly grand scale, the
use of data for establishing consent is not clear. Explicit consideration is not given to the amount and kind of data needed for this
important task. If program effort and delineation of objectives to
be pursued by the boards were made with precision, some of those
difficulties could be more easily resolved.
Because responsibility for seeking solutions to water management
problems is dispersed among functionally related but administratively distinct bodies (such as the recently established regional
water boards, 24 district fishery boards, or British Waterways Board)
the breadth of interest held by river boards pushes them-willing
or not-into a variety of uses of staff time. If an assessment of a
board's time in applying its most significant weapon to control pollution were made, the allocation of direct effort to discharge licensing
would not register as a total commitment to action. An inescapable
conclusion is that if responsible boards are spending a disproportionate time away from their actual and central purpose, then the
attention expected to be given to this purpose may have been misplaced or in need of adjustment.
Variations in agreement on objectives and lack of specific direction from central government or its advisory groups diminish the
river purification boards' ability to achieve the purpose of promoting clean water. Where boards recognize consent activities as the
objective, they fall back on narrow adherence to specific standards,
irrespective of much attention to water uses or the costs of achieving
changes. When water management is the recognized objective, huge
expenditures of time and effort are required to bring together the
many interests impinging on water uses for purposes over which
river purification boards have no overall legal responsibility for
direct and positive action. 5
24. Water Act of 1967 (Scotland).
25. A number of river inspectors would like to see their board's responsibilities
broadened. Their testimony may be found in the Water Service in Scotland, Cmd. No.
3116, H.M.S.O. 74-76 (Edinburgh 1966).
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The absence of systematic review of programs-either by boards
of their own objectives or by the central government of the boards'
activities-prevents an adequate assessment of accomplishments.
Also prevented is the consequent redirection of effort or responsibility necessary to carry out either circumscribed or expanded functions. The ambivalence that the law creates must be a very frustrating experience to operating officials in Scotland.

